CITY
SOPHISTICATE
Award-winning designer
Tineke Triggs breathes new life
into a Pacific Heights Victorian.
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The living room of this gracious Pacific Heights Home (preceding overleaf) is a study in understatement. The furnishings, fabrics, and colors whisper in
soft soothing tones making for a space of elegant refinement. The dining room (above) is filled with family heirlooms. The new family room (opposite) was
carved out of the existing basement. Designer Tineke Triggs utilized a palette of taupe and blue to create a fresh contemporary look with lots of texture.

F

or design lovers who frequent the San Francisco Decorator Showcase each year, the name
Tineke Triggs needs no introduction. Her sublime rooms have been showstoppers year after
year. Triggs marries a wonderful combination
of originality and functionality in her spaces,
giving them a very contemporary feel.
Born to Dutch parents, Triggs grew up in Woodside. “While I
was in school, I loved art, but never pursued it as a career. I think I
was afraid of being a starving artist,” she admits. Out of college she
started in investment banking and later thrived in high-tech sales,
but something was missing.“After remodeling my own dream home
in Napa,” she recalls, “I knew that design was my true calling. I fell
in love with the process. I went back to study design and formed
my own company.” Triggs’ Artistic Designs for Living now boasts
12 employees and works on projects throughout the Bay Area.
For this beautiful Pacific Heights home,Triggs blended a collection of marvelous furnishings that the family had inherited with a
sophisticated modern color palette and fresh overall look.
Triggs met her clients through mutual friends. “They had this

marvelous Victorian and fantastic pieces that had been gifted to
them by the client’s mother, who had been a rep for Baker furniture
for many years,” she recalls. The clients called on Triggs to bring all
of the pieces together. After taking a look at the house and the
needs of the family, Triggs worked with Lausen Willard Architecture and Cook Construction to renovate the basement and improve
the flow of the main floor. “In the basement, we created spaces for a
play area, office, home gym, and wine cellar.
Upstairs,Triggs relocated a staircase, added a light well, and created a new guest powder room. “The powder room is one of my
favorite spaces in the house,” she says. “It’s chic and a little unexpected with saturated blue lacquer walls, Kallista’s octagon basin by
Bill Sofield with a custom cabinet with x-inlay detail and brass
hardware, and a spectacular exterior door inlaid with mirror and
topped by an arched transom.”
The powder room is placed just off the entry with its dramatic
soaring ceiling. The adjacent living room is rendered in a soothing
combination of ivory and pale celadon. “We reupholstered the
Baker sofa in cream with green and white throw pillows,” says
Triggs. A pair of McGuire “Barrel” lounge chairs was recovered in

The second floor of the home features a master suite and two additional bedrooms. Triggs
emphasized the room’s wonderfully tall ceilings with floor-to-ceiling drapes in the master
bedroom (this page) and dynamic color in the
daughter’s bedroom (opposite left). The guest
powder room on the ground floor features blue
lacquered walls and a custom-built vanity in
walnut with X-inlay detail and brass hardware
crafted by GoBuild.

“The powder room is one of my favorite spaces in the house,” she says.
“It’s chic and a little unexpected with saturated blue lacquered walls,
Kallista’s octagon basin by Bill Sofield, a custom cabinet
with x-inlay detail and brass hardware, and a spectacular exterior door
inlaid with mirror and topped by an arched transom.”
SoHo weave in citron by Schumacher. A fluted side table by Barbara Barry for Baker is set to one side of the sofa, while an antique
chest flanks the other. Baker’s “Bracelet” chandelier adds drama to
the ceiling. Triggs wanted to keep the colors muted and place an
emphasis on the view, so she added drapes in Spring Morning Mist
Grey by Brentano from the Shade Store.
Baker’s “Enlightened” chandelier, with dramatic drum shade
effect, presides over a vintage Baker dining room table and chairs.
Triggs kept the walls neutral to let the furnishings shine. Downstairs, the heart of the new basement space is a marvelous seating
area with adjoining wet bar in a combination of pale blues and tans
with the occasional punch of cobalt. A baker sofa and chaise combination is upholstered in sumptuous, yet practical, beige ultra
suede. The seating area faces a wall of custom-built cabinets and

bookcases that provide plenty of storage for games and toys. The
handy wet bar makes entertaining a breeze.
For the master bedroom, Triggs added a pop of plum, “to give it
that finishing polish,” she says. The walls are pale café au lait
trimmed in crisp white.The floor-to-ceiling drapes from Bennison
feature a bold pattern in deep cocoa and oyster. A Baker bench at
the end of the bed was reupholstered in Castel’s “Andalusia” in
prune. The inspiration for the color scheme in the daughter’s bedroom came from a beautiful Galbraith & Paul floral fabric that
Triggs used for the room’s window shades. Triggs painted the walls
tangerine and the ceiling deep pink.To add a counterpoint of color,
she repainted a Baker armoire in robin’s egg blue.
The resulting home is sophisticated, yet family friendly—a
soothing escape from the busy Bay Area life. N
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